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Interior: More chrome and exquisite materials
®

› Alcantara and leather seat covers with coloured contrasting stitching
› Chrome details on the door trims, door levers and instrument panel
› Numerous Simply Clever features make everyday life easier for SUPERB drivers
Mladá Boleslav / Wagram, 1 July 2019 – ŠKODA has once again upgraded the interior of its top model,
equipping it with new seat covers, decorative trims and exquisite materials. The exquisite top-of-theline L&K and the dynamic SUPERB SPORTLINE have now been joined by the new SUPERB SCOUT. The
familiar Active, Ambition and Style trim levels are also available. Each of these variants stands out as
a typical ŠKODA thanks to their high-quality workmanship, great value for money and wealth of Simply
Clever solutions.
The interior of the ŠKODA SUPERB appears refined and elegant thanks to new chrome highlights on the door
handles as well as levers, coupled with ambient lighting on the dashboard. Also new are the seat covers in the
®
Ambition and Style trim levels, as well as contrasting stitching on the leather and Alcantara seats and the
armrests in the doors. The colour of the stitching matches: brown in the SCOUT, pale grey in the SPORTLINE
and black in the top-of-the-line L&K. Ambient lighting illuminates the storage compartments below the armrests
as well as the front and rear footwells. Using the optional keyless vehicle entry system (KESSY), now any one
of the car’s four doors can be opened first; the KESSY GO start button is available as standard for the first time.
The ŠKODA SUPERB SCOUT, ŠKODA SUPERB SPORTLINE and ŠKODA SUPERB L&K are fitted with
KESSY for all four doors as standard.
More comfort and sportiness for L&K, SCOUT and SPORTLINE
®
The luxurious L&K version now comes with the option of an exquisite Alcantara roof lining in black or beige
including lined roof pillars and sun visors. ‘Laurin & Klement’ lettering is found on the passenger side on the
dashboard’s Piano Black or beige decorative trim and on the backrests of the leather seats, which come
as standard. The front seats also offer electric adjustment including a memory function. Ventilated front seats
and a massage function for the driver’s seat are available as options for the L&K version. When the driver
enters the SUPERB L&K or the new SUPERB SCOUT, they are greeted with special logos on the central
screen, which displays additional off-road information in the SCOUT. Other characteristics of the new
adventurer include special wood-effect decorative trims with a SCOUT logo that also adorns the front seats.
The seat covers are made of a SCOUT-specific fabric with contrasting stitching. Also available if desired are
®
Alcantara and leather seats featuring brown contrasting stitching and, making its debut, new piping
in a contrasting colour on the front of the front seats. In the SUPERB SPORTLINE’s predominantly black
®
interior, the driver and front passenger find themselves seated in Alcantara and leather sports seats with
integrated headrests – the surface of the front seats can be extended as an option. As another first in the
®
SPORTLINE, the roof lining, roof pillars and sun visors can be clad in black Alcantara ; the decorative trims
are carbon effect.
An even longer list of Simply Clever features
The SUPERB family also makes its drivers’ everyday lives and the handling of their car easier thanks
to a wealth of Simply Clever solutions. And three more have been added during the update. The enlarged
Phone Box enables inductive charging for smartphones and wireless connection to the car’s aerial. For the first
time, the Czech car manufacturer has equipped the SUPERB with a Space Organiser below the false boot floor
– a shallow tray divided into compartments for securely storing all kinds of equipment. Also new in the SUPERB
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family is an optional Flexible Organiser in the luggage compartment with a movable horizontal bar on the
adjustable false boot floor.
The false boot floor and the multifunctional shelf under the boot cover are available exclusively for the
SUPERB COMBI. Combined with the optional electric tailgate, the SUPERB COMBI’s boot cover also retracts
automatically. In all models, the Virtual Pedal function may be added to the electric tailgate. This enables the
tailgate to be opened by waving a foot under the rear bumper. Now also available are a mechanically
retractable tow bar, front and rear USB ports, and a 230-V socket with two USB ports in the rear as well as
a tablet compartment in the large Jumbo Box and tablet holder on the headrests. As another option, rear
passengers can electrically adjust the front passenger seat from behind and use a Sleep Comfort package
featuring larger headrests and a blanket and block out the light using retractable sunblinds on the side
windows. Electric child safety locks for the rear doors boost safety; a ski bag provides flexible and secure
storage for long objects.
Selected Simply Clever features for the ŠKODA SUPERB:
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Phone Box
Space Organiser – SUPERB COMBI
Flexible Organiser
Automatically retractable boot cover – SUPERB COMBI
Front and rear USB ports
Retractable boot cover with multifunction storage pocket – SUPERB COMBI
Mechanically retractable sunblind on the side windows
Virtual Pedal 2.0
230-V socket with two USB ports in the rear
Tablet compartment in the large Jumbo Box
Tablet holder in the rear / on the headrests
Front passenger seat electrically adjustable from the rear
Removable ski bag
Electric child safety lock
Sleep Comfort package
Retractable tow bar with mechanical unlocking
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Further information:
Hermann Prax
Head of Product Communications
T +420 734 298 173
hermann.prax@skoda-auto.cz

Alžběta Šťastná
Product Communications
T +420 605 293 509
alzbeta.stastna@skoda-auto.cz

ŠKODA Media Services

Download the ŠKODA Media Services app

skoda-storyboard.com

Follow us at https://twitter.com/skodaautonews for the latest news. Find out all
about the new ŠKODA SUPERB with #SkodaSuperb.

ŠKODA AUTO
› was founded during the pioneering days of the automobile in 1895, making it one of the longest-established car companies in the
world.
› currently offers its customers nine passenger-car series: the CITIGO, FABIA, RAPID, SCALA, OCTAVIA, KAROQ, KODIAQ, as
well as the KAMIQ and the SUPERB.
› delivered more than 1.25 million vehicles to customers around the world in 2018.
› has been part of Volkswagen Group since 1991. Volkswagen Group is one of the most successful vehicle manufacturers in the
world. in association with the Group, ŠKODA AUTO independently develops and manufactures vehicles, as well as components
such as engines and transmissions.
› operates at three locations in the Czech Republic; manufactures in China, Russia, Slovakia, Algeria and India mainly through
Group partnerships, as well as in Ukraine and Kazakhstan with local partners.
› employs over 39,000 people globally and is active in more than 100 markets.
› is pressing ahead with the transformation from a traditional car manufacturer to the ‘Simply Clever company for the best mobility
solutions’ as part of the ŠKODA 2025 Strategy.
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